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1* Introduction The present
short note is a preliminary repor-t on an
attempt to generalize the classical exi-
stence theorem of analytic functions on
closed Riemann surfaces^to the case of
the theory of functions of two complex
variables
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 Let KtL be a closed analytic

surface, i.e. a 2"dimensional {uopologi»
cally 4-dimensional) analytic manifold;
the local (analytic) coordinates on Ht
will be denoted by z
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 * The pbles^

and zero-points of a one-valued meromor-
phic function jH%\ %

x
) defined on Wl con-

stitute a 1-dimensional analytic submani-
fold of Wt consisting of a finite number
of irreducible closed analytic curves

ΠL, ΓZ Πl ------ ? each of which is
a pola'r or'a zero-point curve of $(%\ %

%
)

The formal sum

of these curves multiplied respectively
by the multiplicity m $ of Γ^ is called
the, divisor of j*iz\ g
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*} * where the multi«

plicities of the polar curves are to be
associated with the negative sign* Th©
divisor D,of f(%\ t

&
) can De also defined

in case #(&* %
%
) is a many-valued meromor-

phic function, if the absolute value
\$(%\ Z

%
)\ is one-valued on 7ft * Such a

function is called multiplicative, since,
%f one prolongs f (jt* I

2
-) analytically

along a closed continuous curve %
 9
 then

-§{%\ %
%
) is multiplied by a constant factor

%(ί) depending only on the homology
class of % on

 /
}ft « Pt*om the topological

viewpoint, the divisor J) is k 2-cyclθ on
Tϊt. It can be readily proved' that the
divisor D
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 arbitrary multiplicative,

meromorphic function on 1tt satisfies

X) vz 0 (homology with division allowed)

Assume now that a cycle P = Σ ^ Γ ^
consisting of a finite number of irredu-
cible closed analytic curves Γ
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is given* Then, does a multiplicative
meromorphic function f (%

%

s
 %

%
) on OYt

having J) as its divisor exist? In what
follows this fundamental question will be
answered affirmatively under the assump"
tion that a positive definite Hermitian
metric

without, torsion is defined onHΐ. la
this note we shall give the main results
and the outline of the 'proofs only

β
 The

derailed proofs and more systematic the-
ory of analytic functions on analytic
surfaces will be given elsewhere*,
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β
 Harmonic integrals. Putting

we Introduce the real coordinates x
ι

f
 x^ χ

X* on Wt * Than W- becomes 'a 4-dimension-
al closed Riβmannian manifold with fch^
positive definite metric

(in what follows Latin subscripts J, -fe
etc, take values ranging from 1 to 4 and
Greek subscripts d

f
 p denote 1 or 2)

Now we shall consider differential
forma

defined on 1ft
 y
 where p denotes the rank

of <ψ * Tne form <ψ Is said to be mea-
surable, to have continuous derivatives
or to be regular, if the coefficients
Ϋj&o-Z are measurable, have continuous
derivatives or regular analytic as func-
tions of the local coordinates x

1
,** x\x\

The derived form and the dual form of ψ
will be denoted by u*^ and $ψ
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 resp j

as Is well known, they are defined by

where %*= da& ($)%,) . The dual deriva-
tion it and the Laplacian A &r® defined
by


